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The role of vessel maturation and vessel functionality
in spontaneous fluctuations of T2*-weighted GRE
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ABSTRACT: Acute hypoxia (transient cycles of hypoxia-reoxygenation) is known to occur in solid tumors and is generally

believed to be caused by tumor blood flow instabilities. It was recently demonstrated that T2*-weighted (T2*w) gradient echo

(GRE) MRI is a powerful non-invasive method for investigating periodic changes in tumor pO2 and blood flow associated

with acute hypoxia. Here, the possible correlation between tumor vessel immaturity, vessel functionality and T2*w GRE

signal fluctuations was investigated. Intramuscularly implanted FSa II fibrosarcoma-bearing mice were imaged at 4.7 T.

Maps of spontaneous fluctuations of MR signal intensity in tumor tissue during air breathing were obtained using a T2*w

GRE sequence. This same sequence was also employed during air–5% CO2 breathing (hypercapnia) and carbogen breathing

(hypercapnic hyperoxia) to obtain parametric maps representing vessel maturation and vessel function, respectively.

Vascular density, vessel maturation and vessel perfusion were also assessed histologically by using CD31 labeling,

�-smooth muscle actin immunoreactivity and Hoechst 33242 labeling, respectively. About 50% of the tumor fluctuations

occurred in functional tumor regions (responsive to carbogen) and 80% occurred in tumor regions with immature vessels

(lack of response to hypercapnia). The proportion of hypercapnia-responsive voxels were found to be twice as great in

fluctuating than in non-fluctuating tumor areas (P: 0.22 vs 0.13). Similarly, the proportion of functional voxels was

somewhat greater in fluctuating tumor areas (P: 0.54 vs 0.43). The mean values of MR signal changes during hypercapnia

(VD) and during carbogen breathing (VF) (significant voxels only) were also larger in fluctuating than in non-fluctuating

tumor areas (P< 0.05). This study demonstrated that adequate vessel functionality and advanced vessel maturation could

explain at least in part the occurrence of spontaneous T2*w GRE signal fluctuations. Functionality and maturation are not

required for signal fluctuations, however, because a large fraction of fluctuations could still occur in non-perfused and/or

immature vessels. Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Acute hypoxia (i.e. transient cycles of hypoxia–reoxy-
genation) is known to occur in solid tumors (1) and may

be a poorly-appreciated therapeutic problem as it can be
associated with resistance to radiation therapy (2–6),
impaired delivery of chemotherapeutic agents (7) or
metastasis development (8). Although the origin of acute
hypoxia is not firmly established, it is generally believed
that it results from tumor blood flow instabilities. Acute
hypoxia occurs in tumor cells nourished by blood vessels
subject to partial and/or intermittent decreases in func-
tionality, thereby reducing oxygen and nutrient delivery
(9–11). Several factors may contribute to flow fluctua-
tions, including arteriolar vasomotion (12,13) and rapid
vascular modeling (14). Other contributory factors are
functional abnormalities resulting from disorganized
vascular hierarchy. Such abnormalities include non-uni-
form axial distribution of red blood cells within the
vessel, disproportionate cell partitioning at bifurcations,
non-linear flow properties of blood and other hemody-
namic effects (15). Increased transcapillary permeability
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is another functional abnormality of tumor vasculature that
could be responsible for instability of blood flow. Mollica et
al. demonstrated that in the presence of moderate leakiness,
the fluid dynamics of tumor circulation evolve toward a
sustained oscillatory response, in both the microvascular
pressure and blood flow (16). All these functional abnorm-
alities characterizing tumor vessels are linked to structural
abnormalities. In tumors, wall structure and branching
patterns of vessels are highly abnormal (17). The mural
cells, pericytes and vascular smooth muscle cells are either
absent or loosely associated with the tumor endothelium
(18). Vessel immaturity could therefore be an important
factor leading to temporal heterogeneities of blood flow
and oxygenation in tumors.
T2*-weighted (T2*w) gradient echo (GRE) MRI can

be used to provide in vivo imaging of tumor vessel
maturation and functionality (19–21). This technique
is sensitive to changes in deoxyhemoglobin content
manifested as change in T2*, referred to as the blood
oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) effect. Thereby a
change in T2*w GRE signal intensity can result from
changes in tumor blood hemoglobin oxygen saturation,
hematocrit, blood volume or blood flow (red blood cells
flux). GRE sequences are also sensitive to changes in
plasma flow via changes in the apparent T1 relaxation
(22,23). Maturation of the tumor vasculature can be
determined from changes in T2*w GRE images in
response to hypercapnia (elevation of inhaled CO2)
(19–21). Vascular reactivity to hypercapnia occurs in
mature vessels covered with smooth muscle cells which
respond to elevated levels of arterial CO2. This method
has been used to predict the vascular response to anti-
angiogenic and anti-vascular treatments (21,24). On the
other hand, functional status of the tumor vascular bed
can be assessed from T2*-w GRE images during a
carbogen (95% O2, 5% CO2) breathing challenge.
High-oxygen gas breathing produces acute changes in
blood oxygenation in the functional tumor vascular bed,
resulting in the BOLD contrast effect.
T2* weighed MRI also holds promise for studying

the transient hypoxia phenomenon. Thus, it was recently
demonstrated that T2*w GRE MRI could be used to
provide both temporal and detailed spatial information
on spontaneous fluctuations of blood flow and/or oxyge-
nation in tumor vasculature throughout the tumor (25).

In the present study, the possible correlation between
tumor vessel immaturity, vessel functionality and spon-
taneous T2*w GRE MRI signal fluctuations were in-
vestigated, the latter being related to the pathophysiology
of acute hypoxia in tumors (25).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal protocols

Syngeneic FSa II fibrosarcomas were inoculated into the
hind leg muscle of male C3H/HeOuJIco mice (n¼ 10).

MRI measurements were performed when tumors were
8� 1 mm in diameter (8–9 days later). Mice were anaes-
thetized using 1.2% isoflurane in air administered with
a face mask. Anesthetized mice were placed prone and
were immobilized using adhesive tape. Warm air was
flushed into the magnet to maintain the body temperature
at 37 �C.

MRI

MRI was performed with a 4.7 T (200 MHz, 1H) 40 cm
inner diameter bore system (Bruker Biospec, Ettlingen,
Germany). A surface coil, 2 cm in diameter, was used
for radiofrequency transmission and reception. T2w
anatomical images were acquired using a fast spin-echo
sequence [repetition time (TR)¼ 3 s, effective echo
time (TE)¼ 63 ms]. A single 1.3 mm thick slice was
localized such that it passed through the tumor center.
For T2*-w GRE imaging the following parameters were
used: TR¼ 200 ms, TE¼ 18 ms, flip angle¼ 45 �,
12.5 kHz receiver bandwidth, 64 phase and frequency
encode steps, linear encoding order, 3 cm field of view,
two averages, 25.6 s/image. Two runs of 140 sequential
images (one run per hour) were acquired. For the first run,
mapping of spontaneous fluctuations was performed
during air breathing. For the second run, maturation
and functionality of the tumor vasculature were deter-
mined from the GRE images acquired during inhalation
of air (first 30 scans), air containing 5% CO2 (next 20
scans), air again (20 scans), carbogen (95% O2, 5% CO2,
30 scans), then again air (final 20 scans).

Data analysis

MRI data were analyzed using in-house programs written
in the Interactive Data Language (RSI, Boulder, CO,
USA). A region of interest (ROI) encompassing the
tumor was drawn manually on the T2w anatomical image.
Each voxel in this region of interest was subsequently
analyzed for both GRE runs. Tumor size was estimated
by calculating the surface from the ROI, which represents
the largest tumor section.

Fluctuating zones maps. Viewing the series of
images in cine mode ensured the absence of disturbing
motion. A power spectrum analysis was performed to
identify which temporal signals were significantly differ-
ent from Gaussian-distributed white noise (25). The
significance level � was set to 0.025. Analysis of the
first run during air breathing yielded a spontaneous
fluctuation map of the tumor area. The spontaneous
fluctuation index (SPFI), namely the fraction of tumor
area that displayed T2*w GRE signal intensity (SI)
fluctuations during the one hour of air breathing, was
computed.
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Vessel functionality and vessel maturation maps.
By means of statistical parametric mapping, we gener-
ated vascular functional and vascular maturation maps
from the second data run. Image regression analysis was
performed using the general linear model approach
(26). The hemodynamic response under gas mixture
breathing was found to be best modeled by a ramped
boxcar (gradual linear increase or decrease for four scans
at each end of the boxcar), instead of using a simple
rectangular boxcar function. A set of discrete cosine
functions (n¼ 2) was also included in the design matrix
to model low-frequency confounds. Appropriate contrast
weights were used to test the null hypothesis of no change
in SI during inhalation of CO2 or carbogen, which
corresponds to zero amplitude of the boxcar waveform
(the significance level � was set to 0.01). The absolute
values of the changes in SI due to hypercapnia
and carbogen breathing (VD and VF, respectively) were
recorded for each voxel. VD was only estimated when VF
was found to be significant (i.e. functional vasculature).
The fraction of mature vessels among total functioning
vessels (vascular maturation index or VMI) and the
percentage of functional tumor area (vascular functional
index or VFI) were also calculated. Linear regression
analysis was performed to assess the correlation between
the different indices. A t-test was used for the significance
of the correlation coefficient.

Histology

Histological data were obtained from another cohort of
mice (n¼ 7) to correlate with the fluctuating zones maps.

Administration of fluorescent dye H33342. Imme-
diately following MRI (1 h of imaging under
air breathing), mice received an intravenous injection
of the DNA-binding fluorescent Hoechst 33342
dye (Aldrich Chemicals, Gillingham, Dorset, UK),
(0.5% w/v in saline, 20 mg/kg), for subsequent analysis
of the perfusion status of tumor vessels. The time interval
between the injection of Hoechst 33342 dye and killing of
the mice was 1 min.

Immunostaining. Tumors were removed and frozen.
Care was taken to section the tumor in the same plane as
MRI. Hence mice were kept in the same position as
during MRI and, before tumor resection, the top and
center of the tumor were marked with ink lines. Frozen
sections of tumor of 5 mm thickness were cut. Sections
were counterstained with Mayer’s hematoxylin to allow
correct slice identification and selection. Staining for
the vascular endothelial cell-specific marker CD31 was
performed with a rat monoclonal antibody against CD31
(PharMingen), revealed with a secondary antibody
coupled to a Tetramethyl Rhodamine IsothioCyanate
fluorophore (TRITC). Detection of smooth muscle tumor

was achieved by �-smooth muscle actin (�-SMA) stain-
ing using purified mouse monoclonal anti-�-SMA
conjugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) iso-
mer I (Sigma-Aldrich, Bornem, Belgium). Cryoslices
were then examined with a Zeiss, Axioskop microscope
(Zavantem, Belgium) equipped for fluorescence. Images
were stored as digital files and viewed with Photoshop 7.0
(Adobe, Mountain View, CA, USA). Whole tumor
images were reconstituted by merging individual images.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows an example of a spontaneous MR
signal fluctuations pattern of a tumor voxel and its
hemodynamic response during hypercapnia and carbogen
breathing.

Zones of spontaneous T2*w MR signal fluctuations
occupied 21� 3% (mean�SE) of the tumor area. In
a previous study fluctuating voxels were classified into
two classes: (i) true fluctuations (i.e. sequential signal
increase and decrease) and (ii) signal drop with no
recovery (25). Little or no signal drop was observed
among voxels in the tumors used in the present study.
However, when this occurred, voxels with signal drop
were excluded using a cluster analysis (27).

Carbogen-responsive areas represented 50� 5%
(mean� SE) of the total tumor area, whereas 17� 3%
(mean� SE) only of the tumor was responsive to hyper-
capnia. The proportion of voxels with significant VD was
found to be significantly greater in fluctuating than in
non-fluctuating area: 22% of all fluctuating voxels have a
significant VD and 13% of all non-fluctuating voxels
(Table 1, A.). From these calculations, it could be
observed also that the majority (78%) of fluctuating areas
were located in tumor regions with absence of response to

Figure 1. Left: time course of T2*w MR signal of a tumor
voxel showing spontaneous fluctuations during air breathing
(sudden signal increase at t¼2min and signal drop at
t¼ 50min with subsequent recovery). Right: corresponding
time course of signal change for air–5% CO2 gas mixture
breathing (15–25min) and carbogen breathing (35–50min).
The fit of the estimated general linear model is displayed
over these data. Arrows indicate the start/stop of hypercap-
nia and carbogen breathing
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hypercapnia. The proportion of voxels with significant
VF was found significantly greater in fluctuating than in
non-fluctuating areas and 54% of fluctuating areas are
located in carbogen-responsive regions (Table 1, B.); see
also Fig. 2. Tumor areas with hypercapnia responsiveness
had a higher probability of fluctuations than non-

responsive regions (Table 1, C.). The same trend is
observed when analyzing the carbogen responsiveness
(Table 1, C.).

Histological results showed that FSa-II tumors were
well vascularized as indicated by numerous CD31
(endothelial marker) positive spots uniformly distributed
among the tumor [Fig. 3(B)]. The number of �-SMA-
immunoreactive cells (presumably to be found on arter-
ioles, venules and capillaries) in tumors was small and
less abundant than inside the muscle tissue. Occasionally,
arterioles were found inside the tumor tissue, covered
by circumferentially arranged �-SMA-immunoreactive
smooth muscle cells [Fig. 3(E)]. Examination of Hoechst
33342 labeling showed heterogeneity of distribution
of functional vasculature [Fig. 3(D)]. Fluctuating areas
were located mostly in perfused tumor areas (central part
of tumor in Fig. 3). In these perfused areas, there was not
a high incidence of �-SMA immunoreactivity [Fig. 3
(A)–(C)]. The few regions with positively-staining
�-SMA immunoreactivity (situated primarily in the per-
iphery for this particular tumor), however, presented a
high incidence of signal fluctuations. Therefore, although
most of the signal fluctuations occurred in regions with
immature vessels, the presence of mature vessels did not
preclude the occurrence of signal fluctuations.

Continuing with MR results, it was observed that the
averages of the significant values for VD and VF were
greater for fluctuating voxels than for non-fluctuating
voxels (P< 0.05 for both, paired t-tests) (Fig. 4). In
addition, VF values were greater than VD values
(P< 0.01, paired t-test), indicating greater signal changes
upon carbogen breathing than upon air–CO2 breathing.
Furthermore, there was a significant correlation between
SPFI and VFI (r¼ þ 0.66) and a weak positive correla-
tion between SPFI and VMI (r¼ þ 0.53) (Table 2). There
was no significant correlation between SPFI and tumor
size (r¼ � 0.14) and a small inverse correlation between
VFI and tumor size (r¼ � 0.50) (Table 2). There was
also a strong correlation between whole tumor-averaged
VF and the vascular functional index, VFI (r¼ þ 0.92,
P< 0.001, t-test) (Fig. 5).

The vascular functional index VFI was 50� 5%
(mean� SE) and the vascular maturation index VMI
was 34� 3% (mean� SE).

DISCUSSION

In this study, it was investigated whether tumor vessel
immaturity and functionality, as measured by the effect of
hypercapnia and carbogen breathing on MR signal
changes, could explain the occurrence of the spontaneous
T2*w MR signal fluctuations in tumors. The results
indicate that more than 50% of the spontaneous T2*w
MR signal fluctuations were observed in regions with
functional vasculature (as detected by actual responsive-
ness to carbogen breathing), suggesting a vascular origin

Table 1. Distribution of mature (A) and functional (B)
voxels according to the presence of MR signal fluctua-
tions and distribution of fluctuating voxels according
to vessel maturity and functionality (C): comparison of
proportions

Proportions Yes No Pa

(A) Mature voxels
MR fluctuations 0.22 0.13 < 0.001
(B) Functional voxels
MR fluctuations 0.54 0.43 < 0.001
(C) Fluctuating voxels
Maturity (hypercapnia
responsiveness) 0.28 0.18 < 0.001
Functionality (carbogen
responsiveness) 0.22 0.16 < 0.001

aZ-test for comparing two observed proportions.

Figure 2. Co-registration of spontaneous fluctuations, vas-
cular maturation and vascular function maps for three
separate intramuscular FSa II fibrosarcoma tumors in mice.
Left: spontaneous fluctuations maps determined by spectral
analysis of T2*wGRE imaging during the 1 h of air breathing.
Middle: vascular maturation (VD) maps. Right: vascular
function (VF) maps. The last two types of maps represent
significant GRE MRI signal changes during air–5%CO2

breathing and carbogen breathing, respectively. The color
scale is a function of the variance of the time series (for the
spontaneous fluctuations maps) (25) or the extent of signal
change (for the VD and VF maps). Parameters are in arbitrary
units: from red (minimum) to yellow (maximum). Note that
the proportion of mature and functional vessels are greater
in tumor areas demonstrating spontaneous T2*w GRE SI
fluctuations than in non-fluctuating areas
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for these fluctuations. This can be related to previous
results, which showed that the true fluctuations (i.e.
sequential signal increase and decrease) in FSa tumors
were found preferentially (70%) in regions accessible
to an MR Gd-based contrast agent, i.e. regions for which
vessels are not clamped (25). In line with this, it was also
found in the present study that the proportion of voxels
with significant change upon carbogen breathing was
greater in tumor regions that fluctuate than in those that
do not fluctuate. In addition, there was a significant
positive correlation between SPFI and VFI, indicating
that the better the tumor is perfused, the greater is the
incidence of spontaneous fluctuations. It should be noted

that no significant correlation with the tumor size was
observed. Histological findings correlated with the MR
results. Indeed, it was observed that the fluctuating tumor
areas were associated mostly to perfused vessels (as
indicated by Hoechst 33342 labeling and CD31 immu-
noreactivity).

The results also suggest that there is still a large
proportion of the MR signal fluctuations (46%) which
occur in non-functional regions. This implies that either
some vascular responses to carbogen escaped detection or
that, in fact, there actually were no responses to carbogen
in these tumor areas at the time of the measurement. If the
former scenario is correct, the vascular response is likely

Figure 3. Comparison of MRI with histology. (A) Map of spontaneous T2*w GRE SI
fluctuations in a FSa II tumor. (B) Double staining for CD31-immunoreactive
endothelial cell (red) and �-SMA-immunoreactivity (mature vessels) (green). (C) Triple
staining for CD31 (red),�-SMA (green) and Hoechst 33342 (blue). (D) Hoechst 33342
labeling assay (perfusion marker). (E) Inset. Enlargement of a tumor area showing an
arteriole surrounded with �-SMA-positive cells (green). MR signal fluctuations were
found typically in the tumor rim [white arrows in (A)] and also in a more centrally
located tumor area. Those areas could be related mostly to perfused tumor areas [see
(D)]. A large portion of the tumor did not experience signal fluctuations [black arrow
in (A)]. This tumor region was typically located in a non-perfused area as indicated by
absence of Hoechst 33342 labeling [see (D)]. Poor �-SMA-immunoreactivity was
observed [see (B) and (C), green] but when present was located in fluctuating areas
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too small in certain voxels to be detected [poor signal-to-
noise ratio in regions with low blood volume and small
vessel size (28)]. Lowering the statistical threshold for
testing the significance of signal changes would yield a
higher percentage of functional tumor area (VFI) but
would also increase beta-type errors (false positives). In
fact, several reasons support the latter scenario (i.e. no
vascular response to carbogen at the time of measure-
ment). First, dramatic changes in vascular functionality,
including complete stoppage of blood flow, might occur
just after the observed fluctuations (i.e. just after the first
run of GRE imaging). Although the incidence of this
phenomenon is low (5%), sudden total vascular stasis has
been observed to occur in tumors using matched dye
methods or intravital microscopy (3,13). Events such as
vascular collapse, vessel plugging by leukocytes or im-
pingement of tumor cells on the vascular lumen could
lead to vascular stasis. Second, it could be that certain
vessels are already so well oxygenated that changes in

deoxygenated hemoglobin content upon carbogen breath-
ing would be too small to provide significant BOLD
contrast. Third, T2*w GRE fluctuations could also be
related to tumor vessel growth (14) and thus such
fluctuations could also occur in non-functional tumor
areas. Patan et al. described rapid vascular remodeling
associated with microvascular growth (14). Vascular
sprouting and pillar formation occurred at a frequency
of up to three per hour. Finally, it could be that part of the
MR signal fluctuations observed in the present study are
not caused by dynamic changes in T2* due to changes in
the oxyHb/deoxyHb ratio, but rather by plasma flux
variations. Indeed, the T2*w GRE sequence is sensitive
to changes in both deoxyhemoglobin content (T2*
contrast) and also plasma blood flow (inflow effect, T1

contrast) (22). In tumors, an uneven distribution of red
cell fluxes in microvessels can lead to plasma channels
(i.e. vessels carrying no red blood cells) (1). In plasma
channels, it is not clear if carbogen would produce a
signal change (via an inflow effect), but it is clear that in
the absence of red cells, there is no chance of modifica-
tion of deoxyhemoglobin content.

Only a small part (22%) of the functional tumor area
experienced MR signal fluctuations, suggesting that ves-
sel functionality does not guarantee the presence of
fluctuations. This proportion might have been larger if a
longer imaging time had been employed. Indeed, increas-
ing the imaging time window could help to reveal voxels
exhibiting fluctuations over longer periods of time (25).
For example, using the hypoxia marker mismatch tech-
nique, it has been observed that the number of transiently
hypoxic tumor cells increases with the duration of marker
exposure (29). Also, using a fiber-optic oxygen-sensing
device it has been demonstrated that different regions
within the same tumor may show acute hypoxia with
different kinetics (30). Although longer imaging times
could provide a more confident mapping of parts of the
tumor with temporal heterogeneity of blood flow and/or

Figure 4. Mean of statistically significant absolute signal
changes during hypercapnia (VD) and during carbogen
breathing (VF). The values are greater for fluctuating than
for non-fluctuating tumor areas. VF values are also larger
than the VD values. *P<0.05, **P< 0.01; paired t-test.
Values are means� SE, n¼10

Table 2. Linear coefficient correlations between spon-
taneous fluctuations index (SPFI), vascular functional
index (VFI), vascular maturation index (VMI) and tu-
mor size: estimated values and statistical significance
(P)

r SPFI P VFI P VMI P

VFI þ0.66 0.03 1
VMI þ0.53 0.11 þ0.35 0.33 1
Tumor
size �0.14 0.70 �0.50 0.14 �0.24 0.050

aCorrelations relate to individual animals, N¼ 10, t-test.

Figure 5. Correlation between the percentage of functional
tumor area (VFI) and the whole tumor averaged change in SI
during carbogen breathing (VF). Each point represents one
individual mouse
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oxygen levels, adverse effects of the resulting longer
anesthesia time would have to be taken into account.

Concerning the degree of vessel maturation with regard
to the occurrence of MR fluctuations, it was observed that
the majority of fluctuating areas were located in immature
tumor regions, as revealed by lack of signal change during
hypercapnia and absence of �-SMA immunoreactivity.
This supports the concept that absence of pericytes/vascular
smooth vessel cells, a sign of structural abnormality of
tumor vessels, can contribute to functional abnormalities
such as blood flow fluctuations (18). In addition, the
proportion of mature vessels was even greater in tumor
regions that fluctuate, suggesting that vasomotion of
mature vessels may still play a role, although minor in
this tumor line, in generating fluctuant hypoxia. These
findings corroborate the work of Intaglietta et al. (12)
and Dewhirst et al. (13), who demonstrated the link
between vasomotion and red cell flux variation by
monitoring spontaneous changes in tumor arteriolar
diameter.

By analyzing the magnitude of the hemodynamic
response upon carbogen breathing (VF), it was observed
that VF was greater for fluctuating than for non-fluctuat-
ing tumor areas. VF can be viewed as a marker of the
density of functional microvessels in tumor (high VF
values, high density) (20,28). It is not entirely surprising
that T2*w GRE fluctuations were more likely associated
with regions with particularly high vascular densities.
Indeed, the high BOLD contrast sensitivity of regions
with a highly perfused vascular volume could make
the acute change in red cell flux and/or blood oxygenation
more easily detectable (28).

Also, there was an excellent correlation between whole
tumor-averaged magnitude of response to carbogen (VF)
and the percentage of functional tumor area (VFI). This
indicates that VF is itself a good general indication
of how well a tumor is perfused. The advantage of
VF over VFI is that it is easy to calculate and does not
require voxel-by-voxel analysis (whole tumor-averaged
signal is sufficient).

Finally, it should be kept in mind that extrapolation
of the present results obtained on murine fibrosarcomas
to other tumors requires additional investigations,
given the importance of physiology (e.g. vessel maturity)
between different tumor lines (e.g. murine vs xenografts).

CONCLUSION

This study demonstrated that in this tumor model,
adequate vessel functionality and advanced vessel
maturation could explain at least in part the occurrence
of spontaneous T2*w GRE signal fluctuations. Function-
ality and maturation are not required, however, since
a large fraction of fluctuations can still occur in non-
perfused and/or immature vessels.
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